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You had dutifully saved for over three decades for your planned retirement at age 65. It wasn’t easy 
but your 401(k) balance and Social Security payments would afford you a comfortable retirement, 
albeit not a lavish one, until the age of 90. Then an invisible enemy began to quietly spread in the 
city of Wuhan in the Hubei province, and months later across the globe.


While the news of the COVID-19 pandemic is impacting each of us directly, there are dozens of 
retirees in your community today who have found themselves with their retirement savings 
decimated scuttling their planned retirement. While many have seen their retirement portfolio’s value 
fall nearly 50% or more, the losses are not fully realized until they sell a portion of their stocks or 
equities- an untenable choice for most retirees. 


What does this mean? More older homeowners who were planning to retire or already had quit 
working are looking at all available assets including their home equity in the hopes their portfolios 
will recover as world markets slowly normalize. However, homeowners aren’t the only ones 
considering reverse mortgages. In his report to Reverse Mortgage Daily, Wade Pfau revealed that 
77% of 230 financial planners on a recent webinar were ‘more receptive’ to presenting a reverse 
mortgage to their clients. While the report is anecdotal it may point to the desire of advisers to retain 
more money under management. A win for advisers who are often paid based on the value of the 
assets they manage and a win for investors who avoid taking concrete losses by liquidating stocks 
during a steep market downturn.


The appetite for home equity among existing reverse mortgage borrowers is undeniable. Robert 
Sivori, CEO of the reverse mortgage servicer Celink told Reverse Mortgage Daily, “Week over week, 
if you look at the week ending [March] 13 versus the week ending March 20, we saw a 55% 
increase in the number of draws, it went to 1,055 draws...from the previous week, it was 720. And 
then the increase in the size of the draws […] we had a 14% increase. It was 8.7 million as of last 
Friday. The previous week and before that, it was 4.9 million. So, [the size of the draws has almost 
doubled].”


At this present time we find ourselves at the crossroads of opportunity during this global crisis. 
Older homeowners are now more highly-motivated than ever before to consider tapping into their 
homes value using a reverse mortgage. It may also be wise to apply before a homeowner’s credit 
has late payments or deficiencies are recorded which could prove problematic under the Financial 
Assessment. Next- interest rates. The base LIBOR index for federally-insured HECM loans remains 
low, central banks have slashed their benchmark interest rates to near zero and margins, though 
increasing- still afford eligible homeowners a significant source of cash flow. Even better some may 
choose to utilize a standby line of credit which will grow over time. Low short term rates also benefit 
borrowers as the loan’s balance will grow slower during this period. 


Will older homeowners who are seeking to tap into their home’s value find you? That truly depends 
if you can be easily found when they go online. In times of uncertainty seniors are looking for 
professionals who have a perceived legitimacy based in part upon an established online presence. 
Will you find those you had previously approached about a reverse mortgage quickly, before your 
competitor? That depends if you are using a CRM, such as Sales Engine to track your previous 
activities and more importantly to quickly identify those who may want or need a reverse mortgage.


Crisis and hardship are never pleasant but they always provide unique opportunities in niche 
markets, including reverse mortgages. That’s a win-win proposition in a world that is seeking 
solutions.


